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What we do ?
Problem n.1: the ‘field integration’
Problem n.2: The ‘IoT data destination’
Our solution:
plugged and play upstream …

Library of 4500+ industrial devices drivers

Unlimited CNC and PLC connectivity
... and Plug&Play downstream.
Enabling a Partner Ecosystem
IIoT Plug&Play
Enabling Digital Creativity
The ‘Digital Twin’ enables the Machine-Centric model
Seamless Sensors Integration to ICT Architecture
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ALL <THINGS> JOINED
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Plug-in machines with ‘general purpose’ software

Remote programs sharing
High security
Automatic versioning
Low cost
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Can machines improve productivity through Socialization?

Transforming Yammer in the first *collaborative cyber-social network* where machines interact with human colleagues.
Can machines speak natural language?
Connected third parties applications for servitization
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